
Method
To demo Watchout 6, I created a small show projected on a 

sphere along with background projection in multiple locations.  
To accomplish this I needed to have access to three computers, 
and four projectors.

If I wanted to learn how to project on three dimensional 
surfaces, I needed to know how to create 3D objects and UV  
map (texture coordinates) them.  To do so, I used a program 
called Blender and had to learn its workflow. 

I set up a system in the lab at school and also worked on 
my own computer off site. In addition to learning Watchout 6,  d3 
Technologies offers training courses, which I attended.  
Furthermore, for my process of self-study, I completed all 
available online tutorials, webinars, and consulted contacts that I 
made during my internship at WorldStage.

Introduction
With a background in lighting and video, I had to find a 

project that fit me perfectly- a project that would challenge my 
mind, something that I would be proud to share, and something 
that would complete all of the effort spent during my several 
years at City Tech.  

The professional direction that I want to take is in projection 
mapping and live video.  This quickly advancing discipline 
requires knowledge of many pieces of in-depth software. Two of 
the most common pieces of software used for this today are 
Watchout 6 and d3.  

Professionally, they are the programs that are most likely to 
make me a desirable employee and give me the foundation for 
my career. For this project I learned portions of each program 
and created a live mapping demonstration with Watchout 6. 

Equipment   
-  1 PC with Watchout 6 (Production)
- 2 PCs with Watchout 6 (Display)
-  4 projectors
-  Mac with Windows Bootcamp and Watchout 6
-  External PC keyboard + mouse for Mac
-  d3 Technologies license
- Blender software 
- Internet for access to tutorials and content footage
- Watchout 6 user guide
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Conclusions
During this learning experience, I realized the skills I need to 
develop to pursue video programming.  In four months, I 
accumulated a gigantic amount of information, but the path to 
become an efficient programmer is still far from where I currently 
am. If I want to be a successful and valuable programmer I will 
still need to learn or do the following:

-  Learn Watchout 6, d3 and other programs in more depth
-  Take the more advanced d3 trainings

-  Shadow professional programmers and mappers

-  Learn how to manage the work flow of big scale shows
-  Learn how to work more efficiently, and stay industry current
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PROJECTION MAPPING

Signal Flow

 
  

Budget

Pictures of Process Challenges
-I had a hard time UV mapping the sphere on Blender, making it 
difficult to get the content to display the way I wanted, which 
taught me resize pixel density depending on the sections of the 
3D model.

-Projection mapping is not taught in the Entertainment Technology 
department so it was difficult to obtain answers when needed, for 
this I used YouTube and contacts at WorldStage.

-When attending the d3 training, the skill level of the participants 
was very high, which made it tough to keep up but helped me 
understand the depth of what I need to know.

-I had to convert all my video content to a HAP codec so the CPU 
of the computer could run smoothly, which was good practice and 
a mistake to not reproduce in the future
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Objectives
My goals with this project were to learn Watchout 6 and in 
parallel start learning d3.  I focused my learning on subjects 
such as:    
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Most of the equipment was provided by the school, so 
the cost my project was not large.  However, wanting to 
learn on one’s own could become very expensive.

Manipulation of the timeline Using a pattern to align the 
two projectors on the sphere

Focusing the background 
projector

UV map of the mesh Using masks to blend edges 3D sphere on d3 software interface

Item Cost 
D3 training $400 
Material for projection surface $10 
Transportation to WorldStage $48 
External PC keyboard + mouse for Mac $50 
 TOTAL: $508 
	

Work Flow
-Creating, Importing and Projecting on mesh (3D model)

-Projecting on both 2D and 3D surfaces
-Integrating with UV mapping (for content)
-Creating masking 
-Blending projectors on one surface both in 2D and 3D
-Manipulating a timeline 

A LEARNING EXPERIENCE


